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**Why We Build**

Let me admit it: I love the dark, brooding majesty of cathedrals, where everything human seems small and muted. But I don’t want my church to ever build a cathedral.

As a tourist, I have visited dozens of the world’s great cathedrals. Roman Catholic, Anglican, Episcopalian, Lutheran—even Crystal—these buildings share an immensity of scale that both impresses and distresses me. Even as I admire the “flying buttresses” and vaulted ceilings, my pastor’s heart begins to count the cost of all my eyes take in.

For cathedrals—or similarly large church building projects—are statements about theology and mission as well as architecture. Church historians remind us that the age of building cathedrals coincided with the era of least missionary activity in Christian history. The building—massive, visually impressive—was supposed to attract the wayward and the lost, not seek them. And after taxing millions of laypersons to construct them, there was precious little money left to spread the gospel, and few willing to do so.

As one of the most rapidly growing Christian faiths on the planet, the Seventh-day Adventist Church builds churches—lots of them—each year. Through the genius of Maranatha International’s “One-Day Church” program, and the dedicated labor of volunteers, hundreds of new church buildings go up each year. They give us shade in summer from the unrelenting Saharan sun. They give us shelter and warmth from the piercing winds of Alberta or Ukraine. They shield us from rain in dense tropical climates, and offer a place to worship God together when snow lies deep at the door.

But churches are chiefly places where believers gather to talk a common faith, to bear each other’s burdens, to offer heartfelt adoration to Jesus, and to learn how to more effectively carry the good news—so that other churches will be built in other places, till He comes. It’s all about worship and mission.

As you read this month’s cover story, pray for the eyes to see your church building as the Lord sees it—a storehouse of faith, through faith, by faith, and for even more faith.

**Adventist Study Center Leadership Updated**

The Seventh-day Adventist Church’s Office of Adventist Mission announced several new directors as part of a reorganization of study centers for various cultural groups.

Gerson Santos now serves as the director of the new Urban Ministry Study Center, based in New York City. Santos will also serve as executive secretary of the denomination’s Greater New York Conference for the immediate future.

The Urban Ministry center was launched in response to the Adventist world church’s initiative for comprehensive urban evangelism. The center was founded to assist ministry leaders worldwide as they make plans for outreach in major cities in their own territories.

Six Global Mission Study Centers now serve the church to equip leaders and members to build bridges of understanding to those from non-Christian religions and traditions. Study Centers director Rick McEdward said the goal of the centers is to create models of ministry, materials, and to mentor Adventists for sharing Christ in a way that is wholistic and culturally adapted.

“Adventists have usually been very good at sharing their faith with other Christians, but we have to offer a cordial witness for those who don’t yet know Christ,” McEdward said.

McEdward said the World Jewish-Adventist Friendship Center has moved from Jerusalem to Paris. France has the third-largest Jewish population behind Israel and the United States, according to the World Jewish Population Study. Richard Elofer, former president of the denomination’s Israel Field, will continue serving as director.

The announcement came during a study center directors meeting in Cambodia. The group meets twice a year to plan how the Adventist Church can build bridges to cultures and contexts outside of traditional ministry.

Also, the Hindu Study Center, formerly based in India, was recently restarted in the Caribbean nation of Trinidad, home to a large popula—
tion of Indian diaspora. Cliffmond Shameerudeen, a Guyanese of Indian descent, serves as coordinator.

Gregory Whitsett now heads the Center for East Asian Religions and Traditions, formerly the Buddhist Study Center. He began his new post in September. The center has been located in Thailand since its inception in 1992. Whitsett and his family have spent more than 10 years in Southeast Asia as missionaries. He replaces Scott Griswold, who served as director for 10 years.

The two other study centers are the Center for Secular and Postmodern Studies, based in São Paulo, Brazil, and the Global Center for Adventist-Muslim Relations, which has branches in Berrien Springs, Michigan; Nairobi, Kenya; and London, England.

For more information on the study centers, visit www.AdventistMission.org. —reported by Adventist News Network

In Ivory Coast, Wilson Urges Reconciliation

Seventh-day Adventist Church president Ted N. C. Wilson met with government, community, and church leaders in West Africa during a November 2012 visit to the region.

In Ivory Coast, Wilson called for reconciliation following last year’s civil unrest after a disputed election.

Wilson, who served as a regional executive for the Adventist Church in Ivory Coast from 1981 to 1990, said, “During this period of reconciliation here in Ivory Coast, we must have the spirit of the good Samaritan; the duty of Christians is to represent Christ.”

He delivered his remarks in French during a keynote speech at the Palace of Culture in Abidjan.

Wilson also added, “We must treat our women with respect. We must have a respectful and a warm attitude toward our wives, our husbands, and our children. Reconciliation must first start in the home, the neighborhood, the church, and spread to the country.”

Ediemou Jacob, president of the Religious National Forum of Ivory Coast, said Wilson was the first world religious leader to visit Ivory Coast with a message of reconciliation.

Wilson also met with Ivory Coast president Alassane Ouattara on November 7.

There are nearly 13,000 Adventist Church members in Ivory Coast, which is the headquarters for the denomination’s West-Central Africa Division. Wilson visited several countries in the division.

In the city of Kumasi during his five-day visit to Ghana, Wilson met with Otumfuo Osei Tutu II, who is the Asantehene, a ceremonial leadership role of the Ashanti people. Wilson’s father, Neal Wilson, who served as Adventist Church president from 1979 to 1990, visited the previous king 24 years ago.

Ted Wilson told the king and his officials of the gift his father received—a hand carving of a hand holding an egg. “The explanation of it is that if you are too hard on your people, you will crush them. If you are too relaxed and uninterested and you relax your hand, the egg falls.” Wilson told the delegation in the Manhyia Palace.

Tutu commended the Adventist Church in Ghana for its contribution in the areas of education and health care. “I have realized that there is a lot of [self-]discipline in the Adventist Church, and those in the church believe in its values and principles,” he said through an interpreter.

Wilson also inaugurated a nearby multicultural center, which was sponsored by the Adventist Church headquarters and the church’s South Central Ghana Conference. The center will offer skills training for church and community members in information technology, catering, and sewing. It
will also offer training for evangelism and outreach.

On November 10, 2012, Wilson joined some 30,000 worshippers at Baba Yara Stadium in Kumasi for a special Sabbath worship service.

The next day Wilson spoke at the graduation ceremony at church-run Valley View University. He challenged the more than 500-member graduating class to have the biblical viewpoint of success.

"In whatever work God leads you, you should realize that success is dependent on your connection to Christ, which results in humble service to Him and others," he said.

Wilson also met with Alfred Oko Vanderpuije, the first Adventist mayor of Accra, Ghana’s capital.

There are some 375,000 members in the church’s Ghana Union Conference.

Wilson’s wife, Nancy, and officers of the division accompanied him on the trip. Earlier, at the division’s year-end meeting, the executive committee voted to grant self-supporting conference status to 14 administrative units in Nigeria and one unit in Liberia. The moves highlight development of the church in those regions in terms of its finances and leadership.

—reported by Gilbert Weeh, Solace Asafo Hlordzi, with ANN staff

**Mexico: Bible Transcribed in Record Time at Adventist University**

The timer stopped at 59 minutes, 52 seconds, and a fraction of a second. It was a record that bolted more than 2,150 individuals out of their seats with a shout after transcribing the entire Bible. The activity took place at Montemorelos University—a Seventh-day Adventist-operated institution in Montemorelos, Nuevo Leon, Mexico—on November 24, 2012.

The historic event was part of the institution’s seventy-fifth anniversary of offering an Adventist Christian education.

Dressed in commemorative T-shirts with the number 70 printed on them, students, faculty, alumni, and community members and visitors each copied 20 to 25 verses at the gymnasium, an event that is expected to be officially recorded in Guinness World Records, organizers said.

“The objective of the event was to emphasize the value of the Bible as a foundation of the Adventist educational system,” said Juan Jose Andrade, director of Mexico’s Ellen White Research Center and organizer of the event.

Alejandro Zepepa, a notary public, verified the time and performed the legal documentation to register the record-breaking time.

Montemorelos mayor Gerardo Alanis and his wife, Minerva, were present during the historic event. “I feel God is here,” said Mayor Alanis.

Israel Leito, president of the church in Inter-America, congratulated the university via telephone for the Bible-focused initiative.

Seventh-day Adventist ministers from throughout Mexico also participated in transcribing the Bible.

The comprehensive initiative was suggested by a student and grew to involve more than 20 coordinators for three months and some 85 assistants to guide the transcribers, organizers said.

Stacy Olmedo, a 20-year-old communication student, transcribed Genesis 23 and the first four verses of chapter 24.

“I was so excited to be part of this,” she said. “It took a lot of concentration, and I liked it very much, even though I had only some 24 verses to write.”

“Personally speaking, it helped my spiritual life and made me more aware of the significance of God’s Word,” said Jency Cordova, a medical student.

“It was a great privilege,” said Jaime Blanco, school services director.

“All of us who participated were able to enjoy reviewing a portion of the Word of God.”

Jorge Manrique, director of the Faculty of Engineering and Technology, his wife, and two sons were delighted to be together to copy verses. “As a family, it was a gratifying experience that reaffirmed our commitment in communion with God

**Continued on next page**
and reading of the Bible,” said Manrique. “We felt so excited to be part of this project and were able to identify with the ancient transcribers.” He added, “That encourages us and reaffirms for us that the Bible is the only true source, the Word of God.”

Once the transcriptions were complete and the timer was stopped, all transcribed pages were compiled and bound in the library and taken to the university church for a two-hour program to close the Sabbath. The transcription, called the Seventieth Anniversary Bible, will be exhibited in the Ellen G. White Research Center on campus.

“What’s important about this activity is not the fact that we transcribed the Bible,” said Ismael Castillo, Montemorelos University president, “but the precious moments we had together with our Sovereign God.

“Our greatest desire is for the Word of God to become the foundation of our daily devotional life.”

—reported by Benjamin Garcia/IAD Staff

Brazil: Adventist Publisher to Produce for African Markets

Casa Publicadora Brasileira (CPB), the Seventh-day Adventist publishing house in Tatuí, São Paulo State, Brazil, will soon distribute its products in Africa, executives said.

João Vicente Pereyra, sales and marketing vice president, said: “The CPB was designed to provide literature in Portuguese to various countries, such as South Africa, Angola, São Tomé and Príncipe, and Mozambique.”

There is, however, an exact timetable for when books, magazines, and other materials would be made available to the population living in these regions. The first deals are being concluded with leaders who manage the administrative headquarters of the Seventh-day Adventist Church in the countries wishing to market the products.

For 2013 the publisher also expects to expand its operations into digital formats. The idea is that dozens of online titles may be available in mobile operating systems such as iOS and Android. CPB is first place in production volume and sales among the 63 Adventist-owned publishing houses in the world.

Beginning in 2013 traditional publications such as Nosso Amiguinho (Our Friend for children 5 to 9 years old), Vida e Saúde (Life and Health), and Revista Adventista (the South American Division’s edition of Adventist Review) will also have Web portals. One core system was established to provide all this content in support of already established print versions.

—reported by Felipe Lemos, ASN Staff

S

ometimes the most important heroes in wartime are those who choose not to defend themselves. For some, full recognition of their heroism may take longer than it did for others.

Many Seventh-day Adventists are familiar with the story of Desmond T. Doss (http://bit.ly/UpZrLu), the conscientious objector who was awarded a United States Congressional Medal of Honor for his valor in saving lives during World War II. Doss, an Adventist, never carried a weapon, and was ridiculed by his peers. After his heroic act, however, Doss’ bravery was quickly recognized, with then-U.S. president Harry S. Truman presenting a medal months after the May 5, 1945, battle for which Doss was honored.

The principle of noncombatancy has a long tradition in the Seventh-day Adventist Church. Members of the church from the United States, in particular, have often served as medics and other

—reported by Felipe Lemos, ASN Staff

EXPORTING BOOKS: João Vicente Pereyra is vice president of marketing and sales at Casa Publicadora Brasileira (Brazilian Publishing House) in Tatuí, São Paulo State, Brazil. The Adventist-owned publishing firm will export Portuguese literature to various nations in Africa.
nonfighting personnel when conscripted, often, like Doss, distinguishing themselves in difficult situations.

Charles Shyab, a Seventh-day Adventist from Silver Spring, Maryland, waited a bit longer for his recognition than Doss did. For Shyab, it happened on November 9, 2012, more than 44 years after a chaotic battle in which he was credited with saving dozens of lives. Shyab received his long-awaited Bronze Star Medal from United States senator Barbara A. Mikulski of Maryland, in a ceremony at the Defense Information School at Fort Meade.

According to online reference sources, the Bronze Star Medal is awarded by all branches of the United States armed forces, “for acts of heroism, acts of merit, or meritorious service in a combat zone. . . . The medal is sometimes referred to as the Bronze Star and is the fourth-highest combat decoration and the ninth-highest U.S. military award in order of precedence.”

Karnik Doukmetzian, general counsel for the worldwide Seventh-day Adventist Church and a friend of Shyab’s, said, “Recognition of his heroism as a medic [is] significant, especially as a reminder in this day and age when war has been glorified and our young people choose to enlist for combat rather than choose to request conscientious objectors status. Charlie has, over the years since his military service, continued to serve his fellow man and countless students with the same commitment he showed during his service to his country.”

Shyab, 68, said he was in one of three companies ordered to ascend Chu Moor Mountain, where Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia meet. They faced a battalion of enemy forces.

“We were in [the enemy’s] backyard,” he said of the fight that April day in 1968. “Once they found out we were there, . . . that’s when I got wounded.”

Shyab’s Bronze Star for valor was authorized in 1968 after he saved many American soldiers’ lives and was wounded on Chu Moor Mountain in Vietnam near the Ho Chi Minh Trail. Thirty men were killed in action during that firefight, Shyab said, and another 70 were wounded and 15 were evacuated off the mountain.

“About an hour before I was hit, I read from my Bible, and had [done] some meditation,” recalled Shyab, who served as a medic. “Then I prayed to the Lord. I said, ‘I can’t save myself. I’m not going to live through this unless You protect me, Lord. If You see fit, I will turn my life over to You and become a teacher.’

Shyab was wounded in both arms and legs, evacuated from the battle zone, and eventually taken to a hospital in Japan. When he got out, he had less than a year to serve, and worked in the emergency room at a military hospital at Fort Belvoir in Virginia, United States.

After he completed his degree in education from then Columbia Union College (now Washington Adventist University) in Takoma Park, Md., Shyab made good on his promise to the Lord in that foxhole and in 1970 began his teaching career. He taught in Tennessee, Pennsylvania, Georgia, and Virginia.

“Being in Vietnam helped me keep order in my classroom and taught me empathy,” he said. “I became a witness too. I still have that Bible that I had in Vietnam with my blood on it and a piece of shrapnel. I’ve brought it to the classroom and talked about God’s love and protection.

“Every day to me is a gift and [an opportunity] for me to do the Lord’s will and be a witness,” he says.

Alan DeSilva, pastor of the Takoma Park Seventh-day Adventist Church, said it was a privilege for him to be present at the ceremony. “I’ve known Charlie for 16 years. He’s a very outstanding Christian,” he said. “I was impressed by the speech he gave and how he testified about the Lord. He’s a prime example of the priesthood of all believers.”

—[with reporting by American Forces Press Service]
Returning to the experience of Jesus recorded in Matthew 14, allow me to share with you the second great burden I feel for our church at this time: that we be unified in Christ as we finish His work on the earth.

Matthew 14:15 suggests that while thousands were being fed by Jesus spiritually, they had forgotten to eat anything physically. Evening came and the disciples urged Jesus to send the people away to buy food. But Jesus had some important lessons to teach the disciples, and us today. He said, “You give them something to eat” (verse 16)—challenging the disciples to realize their constant dependence on God and not on themselves. Unfortunately, they missed the point. They had self-centered, personal agendas that kept them from fully realizing God's power in their lives. They responded that all that was available were five loaves and two fish.

Jesus simply said, “Bring them here to Me.” Never forget what God can do with very little if we submit to His plans instead of our own willful ideas. He took that small lunch, looked up to heaven in recognition of where all blessings come from, blessed the food, and began the incredible miracle of multiplication—feeding some 20,000 people. God is the God of the impossible! He can accomplish everything with nothing if we have faith in Him to do so.

Frustrated Plans
Following this miracle a movement developed in that large crowd, including the disciples, that this was the time to crown Jesus king—He could supply everything and conquer the hated Romans! But Jesus realized what was happening, and He told His disciples to get into the boat and go to the other side of the lake (see verse 22). He realized that if He were proclaimed an earthly king, His mission of salvation and humble submission on the cross would not be accomplished.

The disciples couldn’t believe it. Christ was frustrating their plans! He was changing their perception of power and eliminating their opportunity for advancement and status. Disgust and disunity grew in their hearts. They began to doubt that Jesus was the Son of God. They were filled with anger and suspicion.

These self-willed disciples had to be brought to the point of total dependence, humility, and submission to Christ. Only then could they truly be effective disciples for Him and experience spiritual unity.

Full of stormy, doubting thoughts, the disciples finally got into the boat. As they headed out onto the Sea of Galilee, dissension, disunity and selfish desires clouded their hearts. The tender work of soul winning needed in the early Christian church would never succeed with such a selfish spirit.

You and I are also subject to the temptation to think that our own plans are better than Christ’s plans. Only the Lord’s love, justifying righteousness, and sanctifying power can bring us into unity and fulfill Christ’s prayer of John 17.

Power of Prayer
“And when He [Jesus] had sent the multitudes away, He went up on the mountain by Himself to pray” (Matt. 14:23). Jesus knew His real power did not come from people making Him king, but from the quiet time spent in prayer with His heavenly Father. It is the same place from which our power will come—quiet time with the Lord in Bible study, reading the Spirit of Prophecy, and in personal prayer.

From that mountain top, Christ could look on His disciples and the Sea of Galilee. The minds of the dis-
ciples were full of spiritual darkness. Cynicism, skepticism, defiance, and selfish independence are intoxicating. If not checked, they can take people into false rationalization and self-deception. It happened with the disciples, and it can happen to us.

Christ in His compassion prepared a special storm to take the disciples’ minds off themselves and put them into a humble setting in which Jesus could again speak to them with clarity. Many times God does this for us when we are headed in the wrong direction.

**A Compassionate Storm**

In the terrible storm on Galilee the disciples tried everything to save themselves, but the storm was so strong they resigned themselves to dying. When they were finally humbled, realizing they could not save themselves, Jesus could go to them. Never think we can save ourselves by our own efforts; we are to be constantly dependent on Christ and His righteousness for our salvation and instruction. Our future work in the mission of this precious Advent movement is based on humility and recognition that we are to press together and not act unilaterally or independently, as the disciples had been attempting to do. In order to unify them, the Lord had to bring His disciples back to a quiet realization of His role as Savior.

He went to them, walking on the sea. And when the disciples saw Him walking on the sea, they were troubled, saying, “It is a ghost!” And they cried out for fear” (verses 25, 26). Can you imagine their surprise to hear the words “Be of good cheer! It is I; do not be afraid” (verse 27)?

Peter responded: “Lord, if it is You, command me to come to You on the water” (verse 28). Can you imagine Peter’s shock when he heard the word from Christ, “Come!”?

I suppose Peter thought he was going to die anyway, so why not try it? I can see him looking at the sea, hanging onto the side of the boat, and putting one foot out. It didn’t sink. He put the other foot out and let go of the boat. He was standing on the water—something humans don’t do! He looked at Christ and began walking on the water. Impossible! Amazing!

In self-satisfaction Peter turned to look back at his friends. He took his eyes off Jesus and began to sink. How often do we count on our own personal self-confidence instead of humbly keeping our eyes on Christ?

Sinking, Peter cried out, “Lord, save me!”

Jesus could have said, “Peter, you have a lot to learn. I think I’ll let you go down a couple times before helping.”

But, no, the Bible says that “immediately, Jesus stretched out His hand and caught him” (verse 31). We serve a Savior who never sleeps on the job, is never far from us, and is always ready to reach out to us immediately.

Jesus pulled Peter out of his self-centered predicament, and together they walked back to the boat. As they entered the boat, the wind ceased. The Creator God who commands the wind, the sea, and the universe was in control. The humbled disciples who recently doubted Christ’s divinity, bowed in complete submission, saying, “Truly You are the Son of God” (verse 33).

**God Is in Control**

The God of the universe was in full control then, and He is in control of His church today. Is He in control of your heart, and mine? Ellen White wrote, “Only through realizing our own weakness and looking steadfastly unto Jesus can we walk securely” (The Desire of Ages, p. 382).

You and I are to be part of that victorious Advent movement that works in harmony with His instructions, as did those in the early Chris-
counsel: “It is the word of the living God that is to decide all controversies. It is when men mingle their own human smartness with God’s words of truth in giving sharp thrusts to those who are in controversy with them, that they show that they have not a sacred reverence for God’s inspired word” (The Ellen G. White 1888 Materials, p. 45).

At times we may act independently and unilaterally, tempted to maintain our own way instead of working together. Christ calls for us to come together and focus on the mission of the church, even if we don’t agree with everything that the church votes. God’s church is bigger than our own personal opinions.

**Instructions for Unity**

In Testimonies to Ministers and Gospel Workers there is a beautiful section about unity and the resulting mission of the church. Listen to these counsels that speak to all of us as God’s people:

“Let none entertain the thought that we can dispense with organization. . . . In the name of the Lord I declare to you that it is to stand, strengthened, established, and settled. . . . Those who have the unction from on high will in all their efforts encourage order, discipline, and union of action, and then the angels of God can cooperate with them. But never . . . will these heavenly messengers place their endorsement upon . . . disorganization and disorder. All these evils are the result of Satan’s efforts to weaken our forces, to destroy our courage, and prevent successful action. . . . It is his studied effort to lead professed Christians just as far from heaven’s arrangement as he can; therefore he deceives even the professed people of God and makes them believe that order and discipline are enemies to spirituality. . . . I was shown that it is Satan’s special work to lead men to feel that it is God’s order for them to strike out for themselves and choose their own course, independent of their brethren. . . . If hearts are teachable, there will be no divisions among us” (pp. 27-30).

**Challenges Ahead**

The Advent movement has many challenges ahead, far bigger than anything we may currently face. Humanly speaking, it seems impossible to predict victory for God’s church. But fortunately we are not dependent on human power. Jesus Christ will conquer evil and will victoriously bring His people through their unimaginable trials and challenges in His name and to His glory!

God’s spirit is powerfully moving this church toward its final loud cry to the world as a unique Advent movement. The personal testimonies of church members as to how God is leading in their lives and how they are able to share this message with others are extraordinary! People are excited, and the church is on the move—not through meager human efforts, but through the power of the Holy Spirit!

**Unite, Unite, Unite**

I appeal to each of us to unite in lifting up Jesus and in proclaiming righteousness by faith; unite in pointing people to the mighty Word of God as it reads; unite in our biblical beliefs; unite in reading the Spirit of Prophecy; unite in earnest prayer; unite in sharing the sanctuary message; unite in proclaiming the three angels’ messages; unite in revival and reformation through God’s power; unite in pleading for the latter rain; unite in sharing The Great Controversy; unite in Mission to the Cities; unite in accepting heaven’s messages of comprehensive health ministry and health reform; unite in working together as we have collectively agreed to do under God’s guidance; unite in submission, humility, and respect before the Lord and each other; unite in daily living out the practical ministry of Jesus in loving service to others; unite in believing that the Seventh-day Adventist Church is God’s remnant church; unite in the heavenly prophetic messages given in the Bible and the Spirit of Prophecy; unite in the love and grace of Christ; unite in the grand mission entrusted to Seventh-day Adventists to “tell the world” that the last days of earth’s history are unfolding before us; and unite in actively proclaiming the second coming of our Lord and Savior, Jesus Christ—He is coming soon!

Go on God’s mission united in His love, His Word, His righteousness, and His peace.
Deep Vein Thrombosis

By Allan R. Handysides and Peter N. Landless

I fly a lot in the course of my work, and a few months ago I noticed a painful leg. My doctor diagnosed deep vein thrombosis. I have been on blood thinner pills, and get blood tests twice a week. Is this going to be an ongoing problem? I’m 42 years old.

Our blood has many functions. One of them is to ensure the integrity of its circulation so it can carry out some of its other functions: transporting oxygen and carbon dioxide, moving nutrients and their metabolic products around the body, and ensuring hormones can be carried to their sites of action.

Blood also repairs damaged blood vessels and prevents bleeding, while at the same time not being too “clottable” and closing off major vessels. This would result in coronary thrombosis, or a clot in the heart vessels. Strokes, too, can result from clots.

A clot commonly forms in the large veins of the lower leg. When this happens the patient usually notices pain, sometimes in the calf, as well as swelling of the leg and dilation of the veins. The limb may also feel warmer than the other one.

Such an event is problematic, but it carries an even greater risk. Should the clot or pieces of it break off, they would be carried in the blood to the heart, then pumped into the arteries of the lungs. This blocks blood supply to segments of the lung and reduces the efficiency of respiration. A large clot could plug the whole lung and kill the patient within a minute or two.

Clotting is much more likely to occur when the blood flow is sluggish or stagnant. This means constriction to flow and pressure to the veins. Bedridden, inactive patients are more at risk for clots.

There are other causes for sluggish blood flow in veins. You don’t say whether you are male or female, but pregnancy, with the large uterus, may dam back the blood flow, and so might pelvic tumors. Birth control pills and cancers also can increase the ability of blood to clot. Women on hormones are at increased risk, as well.

Old sports injuries that left damaged veins, long airplane rides during which one does not move the legs much—all these must be considered. Because you are only 42 years old, you may have more going on. People with recurrent thrombosis, a family history of thrombosis, or clots in unusual places such as hepatic, or portal, veins, may have genetic factors at work. You can be screened for these inherited conditions that could be making your blood clot more easily.

Ultrasound has proved very useful in diagnosing large vein problems; the smaller veins are not as easily checked with ultrasound. The ultimate test for a blood clot is a venogram, during which dye is injected and pictures are taken to show the venous architecture.

Taking an anticoagulant, commonly called a “blood thinner,” is the usual treatment. This partially blocks the clotting mechanism, which has to be carefully checked to be sure one’s blood can continue with some of its clotting capability. That is why you are having those blood tests: to ensure you get enough, but not too much, of an effect.

At that point, some doctors will prescribe a daily aspirin to lower the platelet stickiness. You should drink lots of water to prevent your blood from becoming too concentrated. Activity is essential, because the muscles squeeze the vein and help push the blood along. If you must travel a lot, request an aisle seat and get up frequently to walk and stretch.

We suggest you discuss some of the issues we have just touched on with your doctor, as we have space to cover only the salient features here.
The story of Naomi is replete with stressful situations that are also faced by many modern families. Like so many of us, Naomi had to catch a clearer vision of a compassionate God who loves us intensely and cares for us in difficult times.

A Stressful Life

Here are a number of the stressful situations experienced by Naomi of Bethlehem. You may identify with some—but I hope not all—of them.

1. Hunger (Ruth 1:1): Many families live with unmet basic needs. Currently more than 800 million people suffer from hunger, and the richest 1 percent of the world’s population lives with the same amount of resources as the bottom 57 percent. Clearly, a few have much, and many have too little. The paradox for Naomi’s family is that they had to leave Bethlehem, which means “house of bread,” to look for food elsewhere.

2. Relocation (Ruth 1:1): It is estimated that about 214 million people migrated to other countries in 2010, which means that one of every 33 inhabitants on the planet in 2010 had to relocate. Members of the Seventh-day Adventist Church are not exempt from this trend. Many leave their homes in search of better opportunities. Naomi’s family represents all those who have had to establish themselves in a different cultural and religious context without a support network. If they have had to face difficulties, they faced them alone.

3. Widowhood (Ruth 1:3): Studies show that the loss of a spouse is one of the greatest stress factors in life. Naomi felt the loneliness of widowhood in a male-dominated society, in which husbands took care of home security. Following her husband’s death, she had to educate their children, playing the role of both mother and father. Sadly, this is a common reality in our time that requires our attention. Like many families today, Naomi’s family had to function as they had to, not as they would have liked.

4. Experiencing the “empty nest” syndrome (Ruth 1:4): It is a law of life that our children come and go seemingly overnight. This is what we expect; it’s part of growing up. However, that doesn’t mean that we no longer suffer in their absence. A tidily cleaned bedroom may bring back memories of noise and disorder caused by the presence of our children. This situation is often a source of depression, especially for parents who have invested all of themselves into children who are no longer present.

5. Loss of children (Ruth 1:5): The loss of her two sons surely caused much distress to Naomi. If someone loses their parents, they become orphaned; if a woman loses her husband, she becomes widowed—yet the loss of a child has no name. Naomi suffered this nameless pain. We expect children to bury their parents, not the other way around. However, life is not always logical.

6. Worries, loneliness, and old age (Ruth 1:12): Naomi must have been full of questions. She had to face the difficult experience of living with God’s silence. Furthermore, Naomi was now old, and her life options were limited. It is not the same to face the difficulties of life when one has the strength of youth than when one is weighed down by the stresses of many years. It is at this point in the narrative that Naomi decides to return to Bethlehem—a risky journey for a single woman. Imagine her arrival in her home town as she repeats her sad story to family and friends. What a contrast between what she had hoped for and what had taken place! Naomi left with a family and returned alone. She left Bethlehem...
hoping for a better life for her family and returned with a story of tragedy. She left as Naomi (which in Hebrew means “sweet”) and returned as Mara (which means “bitter” [Ruth 1:20, 21]).

A Ray of Hope

Ruth, the Moabite daughter-in-law of Naomi, had suffered similar losses: she mourned the death of her husband and felt insecure regarding her future. Yet she decided not to leave her mother-in-law, declaring in this stunning profession of faith that “your people shall be my people, and your God, my God” (verse 16).

Somehow Ruth and Naomi represent those who, with God’s help, weather in the best possible ways the trials and difficulties of life. Instead of becoming cynical or bitter, they continue living, loving, and finding satisfaction and joy in their service for others. They demonstrate that faith is key to establishing emotional and spiritual resilience.

As Ruth cares for Naomi, gleaning in a field, she meets Boaz, who is impressed by the attitude of the young widow. Boaz provides water and protection for Ruth; he shares with her his food, encourages her, saves her from discomfort, and gives her the opportunity to help herself (Ruth 2:9-17).

In the evening, when Ruth shares her blessings with her mother-in-law, Naomi characterizes Boaz as a goel (verse 20). The Hebrew term means “redeemer.”

Naomi’s and Ruth’s stories remind us that God understands the needs of our families. In His providence God provided a goel for Ruth and Naomi. And He will also provide a goel for our hurting families. Boaz, as goel, becomes a type of Christ, as has been noted by Ellen White: “The work of redeeming us and our inheritance, lost through sin, fell upon Him who is ‘near of kin’ unto us. It was to redeem us that He became our kinsman. Closer than father, mother, brother, friend, or lover is the Lord our Savior.”

Finally, Ruth asks Boaz to comply with his responsibility as a goel and redeem her. Boaz responds gladly and takes Ruth as his wife.

Happy Endings

Next we find Naomi in charge of taking care of Obed, the son of Ruth. In a great reversal, the one who had lost so much was given a child to watch over. Her face crossed by many wrinkles, her eyes accustomed to shedding tears, now twinkled with hope. In Naomi’s lap was the seed of the future Redeemer, our Lord Jesus. Obed would be the grandfather of David, and from the lineage of David would come the Savior of all humanity.

In the midst of your losses and tragedies picture for one moment Naomi rocking Obed in her lap, trusting that their future was assured, thanks to a goel. Here we see that faith can stand in the face of trials and pain. Jesus understands our suffering, for He too was “acquainted with grief” (Isa. 53:3). He is willing and able to be our goel. He wants to restore our hearts, heal our wounds, and bring peace and hope to wounded hearts.

5 Note that while the neighbors in Ruth 4:17 declare Obed to be a son of Naomi, strictly speaking he was not even her grandson.
I am always amazed by the power of stories. We value most highly those teachers and professors who did not only know their subject, but were able to communicate effectively. In my case I remember those who were great storytellers. I may have forgotten most of the dates, formulas, or theories, but their stories linger on.

Jesus knew about the power of stories, often using parables to make a point. After all, He was not really interested in innovative sowing techniques or the best methods of crop care. Jesus wanted to communicate spiritual truths that often contained mind-boggling and surprising concepts, so He talked in spoken images. As Ellen White put it: “The unknown was illustrated by the known; divine truths by earthly things with which the people were most familiar.”

**Context**

Three of the best-known parables of Jesus are found in Luke 15. In Luke 14:25-35 we find Jesus surrounded by large crowds. The Master talks about the cost of discipleship using different images. Family, even parents, have to take second place (verses 26, 27); a builder has to make a long-term financial plan (verse 28); a king should weigh the costs of waging war (verses 31-33); salt has to remain salty (verses 34, 35). At the end of this string of images Jesus cries out: “He who has ears to hear, let him hear!” (verse 35).

The next scene is significant: Luke tells us that tax collectors and sinners (!) were pressing around Jesus to hear Him. They had understood the invitation, while the Pharisees and the teachers of the law muttered disapprovingly (Luke 15:1, 2).

Knowing all this, Jesus tells a story—actually three stories, all dealing with the same topic. They all follow a similar pattern: somebody loses something, searches desperately, finds it, and celebrates—end of story.

**Of Sheep, Coins, and Prodigals**

First, there is the shepherd who, noticing that one sheep has wandered away during the heat of the day, leaves the remaining 99 sheep to look for the lost. Have you ever wondered about the viability of the shepherd’s decision to seemingly ignore the 99 and focus on the one that was lost? Friends with business sense tell me that losing only 1 percent in production actually represents a great batting average. Why would the shepherd leave the 99 to find the one missing? Jesus’ explanation in verse 7 provides a hint: Heaven rejoices over every single sinner who repents, while the other 99 might not feel the need to turn around. Can you imagine the look on the faces of the Pharisees at that moment?

The lost coin story makes a different point. This time Jesus raises the loss factor to 10 percent. Counting her silver coin treasure—most likely part of her dowry—a woman discovers that one coin is missing. This was for a rainy day—the equivalent of 10 wages of a day laborer. The woman still had 90 percent, but begins to search frantically. In full daylight she lights a lamp in order to see into every nook and cranny of her home. When she finally finds the coin, she calls friends and neighbors to share the good news (verse 9). The woman

**NUMBER 10**

When God runs

*By Gerald A. Klingbeil*
invests heavily (remember, with no electricity lamp oil was costly!) in order to reclaim her treasure; then she shares her joy with her community. Again Jesus reminds His audience that a sinner who repents causes joy in heavenly courts.

The last story is even more surprising. This time the audience must have gasped when they understood that a younger son of two (not the firstborn) went to his father to demand his inheritance. That was something that just was not done. It showed lack of respect and was shameful. You know the cadence of the story. The young man escapes from home, lives fast and furious, and finally finds himself broke and humiliated, looking after swine and yearning for their menu. At his wits’ end he decides to return home—not as a son, but as a servant.

Meanwhile, the father had been on the lookout every day. One day he sees a run-down figure slowly making his way toward the house. The figure looks vaguely familiar—yes, it is his son. The next scene blows away everything. The father starts running toward his smelly, stinking son. The father’s embrace seems to last for eternity—finally the lost has come home. A party is quickly organized, and the entire household celebrates—that is, nearly the entire household. The older brother, bitter and forlorn, is not ready to join the feast. Jesus dedicates eight verses to tell us about the dialogue between the father and his older son. Verses 31 and 32 provide the highlight: “Son, you are always with me, and all that I have is yours. It was right that we should make merry and be glad, for your brother was dead and is alive again, and was lost and is found.”

**Salvation Paradox**

Many lessons can be learned from these three stories. All three remind us graphically that salvation requires outside help. Whether it’s a shepherd, a woman frantically searching for a coin, or a father waiting for his son: when we are lost, it is God who takes the initiative to save us (John 6:44). Once we recognize our helpless state we have to make the decision to “come home” and allow God’s Spirit to transform us into a new creation (2 Cor. 5:17). In God’s math, 1 percent + 10 percent + 50 percent = 1—the one who is lost. God’s saving grace looks beyond numbers and probabilities for individuals. The entire universe is observing the great struggle for humanity’s destiny. Every found person causes another roar of celebration in the heavenly courts. Every decision against Christ causes tears and pain in the celestial family.

As Jesus looked around the crowd listening to these key stories of the kingdom, He looked for those who would hear—and embrace God’s saving and transforming grace. He is still looking today.


---

**The Experience of Salvation**

In infinite love and mercy God made Christ, who knew no sin, to be sin for us, so that in Him we might be made the righteousness of God. Led by the Holy Spirit we sense our need, acknowledge our sinfulness, repent of our transgressions, and exercise faith in Jesus as Lord and Christ, as Substitute and Example. This faith which receives salvation comes through the divine power of the Word and is the gift of God’s grace. Through Christ we are justified, adopted as God’s sons and daughters, and delivered from the lordship of sin. Through the Spirit we are born again and sanctified; the Spirit renews our minds, writes God’s law of love in our hearts, and we are given the power to live a holy life. Abiding in Him we become partakers of the divine nature and have the assurance of salvation now and in the judgment. (2 Cor. 5:17-21; John 3:16; Gal. 1:4; 4:4-7; Titus 3:3-7; John 16:8; Gal. 3:13, 14; 1 Peter 2:21, 22; Rom. 10:17; Luke 17:5; Mark 9:23, 24; Eph. 2:5-10; Rom. 3:21-26; Col. 1:13, 14; Rom. 8:14-17; Gal. 3:26; John 3:3-8; 1 Peter 1:23; Rom. 12:2; Heb. 8:7-12; Eze. 36:25-27; 2 Peter 1:3, 4; Rom. 8:1-4; 5:6-10.)

* Gerald A. Klingbeil is an associate editor of *Adventist World* who loves running into the arms of Jesus.
The Decatur-Hartselle Spanish Adventist Church in Alabama was falling apart. The roof was rotting. The rear wall of the building was falling in, patched by sheets of corrugated metal. In the restroom a misstep would send a foot crashing through one of the holes in the floor. And in the main sanctuary a cable ran from the top of one wall to the other to keep the building from collapsing out.

The church structure had never been in good shape, but it was now becoming dangerous. A few winters ago a multipurpose building behind the main church had caved in during a snowstorm. A similar fate possibly awaited the sanctuary.

So the congregation of 75 members began praying and saving for a new church. For several months the members put one week of their wages toward the project each month. But given that most of them worked blue-collar jobs, even the hefty sacrifice of one week’s wages was small compared to the costs of construction.

Yet the group kept saving. They kept meeting. And most important, they kept praying.

“We were praying every morning, asking the Lord, ‘Make a miracle. Make a miracle for us,'” remembers Hortensia Aguilar, a member of Decatur-Hartselle.

Little did they know that God had already set in motion an answer to their prayers.

Mission to the United States

Several years ago Maranatha Volunteers International realized there was a problem. While they knew how to respond to international requests for churches—they had a system that had been honed over four decades—they had few solutions for a small, churchless congregation in North America. The organization regularly mobilized volunteers for renovation projects in the United States, but rarely did they build an entire church from scratch. And unlike overseas projects, in which Maranatha supplied a standard building plan, a parallel template did not exist in North America.

“North American congregations would come to us for help, but if they didn’t already have a plan in place, we couldn’t help them. This was especially the case for small congregations with a limited budget,” says Kyle Fiess, vice president for marketing and projects at Maranatha.

What’s more, smaller congregations had a tendency to...
dive into the process of new construction and fall deep into a money pit. Projects stalled, held up by hefty architect fees. Groups were left holding an elaborate church design on paper and an empty lot in real life.

“We’ve seen it over and over: churches form committees, fund-raise, and end up spending all their time and money on an architect who designs a church that is inefficient and too expensive to build,” says Fiess. “That’s the reality that motivated the idea of a standardized plan for small churches in North America. We realized that we could fill the niche and provide a service for those who have little to no expertise about building.”

So Maranatha board members Ken Casper and Roger Hatch, both retired contractors, began to develop blueprints for a standard church. It would have to be a simple design, one that could be easily executed by volunteers, but did not sacrifice function. Most important, it had to be affordable.

In the meantime, another need was percolating in the North American Adventist Church. The Hispanic membership was ballooning, and the population needed places to worship.

The situation would dovetail perfectly with the idea of affordable Maranatha churches—evidence of God’s perfect timing.

**Growing Pains**

A demographic shift is taking place in the United States. The Hispanic population has been growing rapidly; the 2010 U.S. Census reported the group growing at a rate of 43 percent between 2000 and 2010. Hispanics are 16.7 percent of the United States population, the largest ethnic group in the country.

This national trend is mirrored in the growth of the North American Division Adventist Church. Ernest Castillo, a general vice president in the North American Division, says Hispanics make up 17 percent of total membership in the NAD today.

“[The membership is] growing to the tune of about 8 to 10 percent per year. The Hispanic work is mushrooming around the NAD,” says Castillo. He says in 2012 alone, there were 15,000 baptisms.

Castillo attributes the rapid growth to small-group ministries. He says often individual church members invite neighbors to watch evangelism meetings or have Bible studies. There is also a cultural component that facilitates the process.

“Our Hispanic constituency is evangelistic by nature,” says Castillo. Large-scale outreach initiatives are common in Central and South America, and pastors and lay members alike have a zeal for evangelism. This expectation has carried over into Hispanic churches in North America.

However, the growth isn’t without its problems. The sudden swell has created a shortage of church buildings. And with the Hispanic culture of evangelism, there is much frustration from not having permanent space in which to share the gospel.

This dilemma has been especially pronounced in the Southern Union Conference, a region encompassing eight states. According to Jorge Mayer, director of Hispanic ministries for the Southern Union Conference, there are more than 200 Hispanic churches in the region, but no more than 20 percent own their buildings.

“One of the most constant requests that comes to my office is ‘How can we build a church? How can we raise the money? We need a place to worship. We want more activities. We want to minister to the communities,’” says Mayer. “The congregations have no place to store food and materials, and they have no space to provide seminars and training on a regular basis.”

Obviously the solution is for congregations to fund-raise for a building project. The problem is there is no money in these congregations. While fiscal challenges are common in churches across North America, this situation is unique in that the burgeoning Hispanic membership is
largely among immigrants, many of who work low-paying jobs in manual labor. Yet their poverty doesn’t stop them from giving generously to the church. It’s just that in many cases it still isn’t enough.

Planning a Strategy

In 2010 the Maranatha board noticed the growing membership of Hispanics in North America and voted to create a plan to encourage participation on mission trips. Maranatha connected with Jorge Mayer and ended up at a Hispanic coordinator’s conference in the Southern Union Conference.

“We were sitting around the table, talking about Maranatha’s mission, and why we were interested in working with Hispanic populations. We talked about organizing a Hispanic convention when someone asked, ‘Do you help congregations build churches in the United States?’” says Fiess. “We were caught off guard because we weren’t expecting that question. And we said, ‘Absolutely. What are your needs?’”

Maranatha’s response launched the conversation into new territory. The Hispanic coordinators began talking animatedly about the need for churches. The coordinators ticked off all the groups in their conferences that could immediately use a church.

“As we talked, we realized these were all congregations that needed small, basic buildings. Many are located in rural parts of the country where you wouldn’t need anything fancy or complicated,” says Fiess. “That refocused us to the whole concept of the standardized, affordable church.”

Roger Hatch, a longtime Maranatha board member, then dusted off the first drafts of the template that had been drawn and pushed to the back burner. He was ready to attack the project with a new and more urgent purpose.

“We tried to see what in the world we could come up with for the small church and priced it out,” says Hatch, who was at the Hispanic coordinators’ meeting. “So the first one we worked on seated about 250 to 300 people, and it came in around US$400,000 to $500,000. Right off we said this is too much; they can’t afford it. So we got busy and started revising our plans.”

The goal, based on feedback from Hispanic leaders, was to build a church for approximately 125 to 150 people and keep the price tag under $200,000. Hatch kept whittling away at the plans, researching other small churches that had been successfully and affordably built. Finally he and Maranatha’s construction committee arrived at a solution, estimated to cost $215,000 with the use of volunteer labor.

They also had a congregation ready to test it. The New Albany Spanish congregation in Mississippi had been a vagabond group, moving from one rented location to the next. But they had finally saved enough money to build, and union conference leaders immediately put them in contact with Maranatha. In June 2012 volunteers arrived to break ground on the first Maranatha “affordable” church.

“Lord, give us a church. Give us the church that You deserve.”
‘Lord, give us a church. Give us the church that You deserve.’ says Aguilar.

When they heard about the New Albany project, members drove out to help their sister church. Being in New Albany offered something else: It gave them hope.

“Well, we said, ‘If they are going to build the church for New Albany, couldn’t they help us with our church too?’” says Aguilar.

It turns out that the pastor, David Huaringa, had the same idea. Huaringa was pastor of both churches—Decatur-Hartselle and New Albany—and while at the New Albany worksite, he pulled Hatch aside for a favor. “The pastor asked me, ‘Roger, could you do another church this year?’” remembers Hatch.

“When I went over and looked at the church, it was pretty self-explanatory why they needed a new church. That was the beginning of the project at Hartselle.”

**Construction Sounds**

On a beautiful October day in the Alabama countryside the sky is blue, the grass is green, and birds are singing a sound track to this bucolic scene. The only detail out of place is the incessant hammering and the roar of large machinery. This is the Maranatha job site in Hartselle, where more than 50 volunteers have gathered to build a new church for the Decatur-Hartselle Spanish congregation. It’s been less than a week, but already the framework is done and crews are starting to put on the roof. After another week of work, the church will be nearly complete.

The speed at which the church is being built has more to do with the number of hands than with the design. Maranatha’s “affordable” church may be simple, but it has everything a congregation could need: a sanctuary, a foyer, a pastor’s office, restrooms, Sabbath school classrooms, a kitchen, and a fellowship hall. All of this is expertly designed into 6,000 square feet.

As buzz about the projects spreads, Maranatha is getting more requests for assistance. Even before the completion of the Decatur-Hartselle project, leaders in the Southern Union Conference have requested a third church for another Spanish congregation.

The situation is especially urgent in the Gulf States Conference, a region encompassing Alabama, Mississippi, and the panhandle of Florida. Both the Decatur-Hartselle and New Albany churches are in the Gulf States Conference, where 50 percent of the annual baptisms are among the immigrant Hispanics. Mel Eisele, conference president, has seen the Hispanic membership skyrocket—from 15 to 2,000—over the past 15 years, and he wants to provide adequate support. Eisele feels that the church construction projects, which have required some financial support from the conference, are a way to show encouragement.

“We want to take seriously the admonition of Scripture of how to treat people who immigrate into your country,” says Eisele. “This project is reinforcement of our support—this just proves that it’s not just talk.”

Eisele’s statement might be considered bold in a national climate in which immigration is a hot-button topic. But he has watched the country and the Adventist Church develop into a multilingual, multihued family.

“Today, even here in the South—the Deep South—very, very, very few churches are all-White. We may have, out of 100 churches, one or two in our entire conference that are all-White. We have Asians, African-Americans, islanders, and Hispanics. We have just a big mix and a big blend. That’s how America is changing,” says Eisele. “As long as we have a significant immigrant population, we have to focus on reaching those populations.”

Putting his words into action, Eisele took a day off from the conference offices to work in Hartselle. He arrived on the scene dressed in jeans and a hard hat. “We are here to reach people, and to me, building a facility for them to come and bring people in and do evangelism—that’s as much a part of ministry as anything else we do. . . . It’s not building buildings. It’s reaching people,” he says.

This philosophy has certainly impacted the members of New Albany and Decatur-Hartselle. There is hope in knowing that they have a church home and a conference that supports them. There is also a renewed motivation to give back in service to God.

“This experience has encouraged us to be better in sharing the gospel with others, serving better in the church, and encouraging our children to be better with the Lord, to give everything, to give all to Him,” says Aguilar.

For Aguilar and her husband, Misael, seeing the new building rise up from the ground has been a dream—an American dream—ever since Misael arrived in the United States and started the church group more than 10 years ago. He sacrificed weeks of paying jobs to work with the volunteers.

“Sometimes my husband and I talk about how when we get old we will remember everything about this group—the experience of building the church, about everyone, about Maranatha,” says Aguilar, talking exuberantly in newly learned English. Behind her the new church is being built, faster than she could have ever imagined.

“This is a miracle.”

**Julie Z. Lee oversees communication for Maranatha Volunteers International.**
Longtime evangelist Mark A. Finley; General Conference (GC) Sabbath School and Personal Ministries Department director Jonathan Kuntaraf; GC Health Ministries Department associate director Kathleen Kuntaraf, wife of Jonathan; vocalist Charles Haugebrooks; and other team members held a series of evangelistic meetings in Manado, Indonesia, August 31-September 7, 2012. This resulted in remarkable conversions, including that of a tribal chief from a remote Indonesian island. Hope Channel taped the nightly meetings and aired them throughout Indonesia on its newly established 24-hour network there. Here are three reports Finley wrote of the event while in Manado. The colloquial style of the reports has been retained. —Editors.

**Report 1**

**September 2**

Warmest greetings from Manado, Indonesia! We began our evangelistic meetings with a packed audience of thousands in the Manado Convention Center. Manado is the capital of the province of North Sulawesi, one of Indonesia’s hundreds of islands. More than 73,000 Seventh-day Adventists worship in some 450 churches in the province.

Adventism began here in 1921 when Samuel Rantung, who lived in this area, visited Jakarta. During his lengthy stay in Jakarta he came into contact with the Adventist message, received Bible studies, and was baptized into the Adventist Church. When he returned to his village community in North Sulawesi, the entire village wanted to know about the “iron beasts,” referring to the trains in Jakarta. There are no trains in this region of Indonesia, and the people here had never seen one before. So Rantung invited the townspeople to a special meeting to hear about his adventures, during which he told of another type of beast—the prophetic
of Jesus.
By Mark A. Finley

The chief and the pastor’s father developed a friendship and studied the Bible together for several years. Although the chief came to believe the Adventist message, his leadership position hindered him from fully embracing it and being baptized. He was reluctant to interrupt the status quo of his tribe. His son, however, accepted the Adventist message in 1995, and is now a university professor in Manado.

The chief is now 77 years old and has been reengaged in Bible studies for the past four years with the son of the pastor who studied the Bible with him so many years ago. He and his family traveled for a week by boat to come to Manado to attend our evangelistic meetings, and they have requested baptism. Please pray for the chief, his family, and his people.

Jonathan and Kathleen Kuntaraf, Charles Haughabrooks, and I sense the power of God working in our meetings every night. Jonathan serves as translator; Charles is presenting the music; and Kathleen the health talks.

Our churches are now flourishing here, and the membership is growing. In Manado there is now an Adventist union office, a conference office, and a 90-bed Adventist medical center. There is also a thriving secular university. On Sabbath I preached at the university church to 4,000 students about the Christ who can meet each of our needs. Early that morning it was refreshing to see hundreds of students walking to Sabbath school carrying Bibles in their hands.

Before the series began, I conducted two days of training sessions for about 120 pastors. At the session I heard the story of the father of one of the pastors who more than 30 years ago met a tribal chief, who together with his people lives on the remote Indonesian island of Tanimbar. Although we have 230,000 Seventh-day Adventists in Indonesia, thousands of Indonesian islands have no Adventist presence at all; Tanimbar is one of them.

The chief and the pastor’s father developed a friendship and studied the Bible together for several years. Although the chief came to believe the Adventist message, his leadership position hindered him from fully embracing it and being baptized. He was reluctant to interrupt the status quo of his tribe. His son, however, accepted the Adventist message in 1995, and is now a university professor in Manado.

The chief is now 77 years old and has been reengaged in Bible studies for the past four years with the son of the pastor who studied the Bible with him so many years ago. He and his family traveled for a week by boat to come to Manado to attend our evangelistic meetings, and they have requested baptism. Please pray for the chief, his family, and his people.

Jonathan and Kathleen Kuntaraf, Charles Haughabrooks, and I sense the power of God working in our meetings every night. Jonathan serves as translator; Charles is presenting the music; and Kathleen the health talks.

The Indonesian people treat us with amazing hospitality. The churches spend hours every day preparing our noon meal. What a joy to be part of the worldwide Adventist family!

September 5

I have just returned from tonight’s meeting, and our audience may have been the largest yet. Thousands of people crammed into nearly every available space in the convention center and spilled over into the foyer and hallways. We have accommodated the large crowds by placing screens throughout the overflow areas. It’s exciting to see people so enthused about Jesus and this message that they are bringing their friends to the meetings. The East Indonesia Union Conference president, Noldy Sakul, sits in the front row of the meetings every night and reserves seats for his guests. The other night eight of the people he invited attended the meeting. Our members here are on fire for God.
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The highlight of our day was the baptism of the island chief. Throughout the meetings the chief’s faith has strengthened. He made his commitment to Jesus, and today he, his wife, two of his children, and two of his grandchildren were baptized. It was a glorious outdoor service. The chief sent a letter to his entire large village explaining that he is now a Seventh-day Adventist and inviting them to consider the truths he has accepted.

While videotaping his baptism, the chief looked into the camera and committed himself to lead his people into an understanding of God’s message of truth for these last days, and is encouraging the Seventh-day Adventist Church to send missionaries to help him.

Many hundreds of people who have been attending the Manado meetings have made their decision to follow Jesus in baptism and become a part of His remnant church. They are preparing for baptism this Sabbath. During the prework leading up to this series, hundreds more also were baptized as the result of our small-group Bible study ministry.

The Holy Spirit is doing something special here in Manado, and it’s a joy to be part of it—but this is just a foretaste of what God longs to do, and will do, through His people just before He returns.

By 8:00 the auditorium was full. When the mayor of Manado arrived at 10:00, there was a major traffic jam. Thousands of people brought their lunch and stayed all day until we closed the session at 6:00 in the evening.

We transported the baptismal candidates in two trips on 15 buses to our baptismal site. We praise God for each person who has accepted Jesus as their Savior and been baptized!

Following the baptismal service we returned to the convention center for an afternoon concert and my final sermon. More than 30 musical groups and about 1,000 people participated in the musical extravaganzas held each evening of the meetings.

In addition to our evening evangelistic meetings, our team has conducted an evangelistic/church growth workshop for pastors, participated in two church dedications, spoken to high school and university students, made numerous personal visits, and met with city government officials. The mayor of Manado is a friend to Adventists. He attended and spoke at both of our church dedications and for our closing Sabbath morning meeting, expressing his deep appreciation of Seventh-day Adventists.

It is my earnest prayer that the Holy Spirit will be poured out in all His fullness so the work of God on earth can soon be finished and Jesus can come. It is to this end that we continue to share His message of love and truth.

Report 3  September 8

This morning we said goodbye to Manado and left to begin our 48-hour journey home. Our evangelistic meetings in the Manado Convention Center ended yesterday. Fifteen thousand people crammed into every available space and spilled outside the building, where we had set up hundreds of additional chairs to accommodate the crowds. Cars were already beginning to pull into the convention center parking lot at 6:15 a.m.

Mark A. Finley has been a pastor, administrator, and evangelist for the Seventh-day Adventist Church for 40 years. He currently is an assistant to the General Conference president.

A MOMENTOUS EVENT: Almost 2,000 people were baptized as a result of the evangelistic meetings in Manado.
Regardless of where you find yourself

God’s love is big enough...

Up, close, and personal

To give you WINGS.

PHOTOS BY GERALD A. KLINGBEIL
One of the most meaningful themes of Scripture is the sanctuary. From a historical view, it flows from the early patriarchal altars through the Mosaic tabernacle and the Temple of Jerusalem, reaching its climax at Christ’s sacrifice on the cross and His priestly ministry in the heavenly sanctuary. From a theological perspective, the sanctuary is the abiding place of God (Ex. 25:8; Isa. 6:1; Rev. 11:19), the depository of His law (Ex. 25:16; 31:18; Rev. 11:19), and the place where salvation is available to all human beings (Heb. 4:14-16; 1 John 2:1, 2). No wonder early Seventh-day Adventists saw the sanctuary as a major integrating factor of their doctrinal system.

Ellen White speaks of the earthly sanctuary and its rituals as “a compacted prophecy of the gospel,” and of the heavenly sanctuary and its ministry as “the very center of Christ’s work in behalf of [men and women]” and “the foundation of our faith.” But Satan hates these great truths, and “invents unnumbered schemes to occupy our minds, that they may not dwell upon the very work with which we ought to be best acquainted.” So nothing should take our eyes away from Christ, as “the author and finisher of our faith” (Heb. 12:2), and His glorious priestly ministry on our behalf.

The Nature of the Sanctuary

Many Christians have difficulty conceiving of the existence of a heavenly sanctuary. For them, heaven is only a spiritual, immaterial dimension as portrayed by Greek philosophers. By contrast, the Bible speaks of a real heaven, with a real city in which God’s glorious sanctuary-temple is located. The book of Hebrews refers to that entity as “the true tabernacle which the Lord erected” (Heb. 8:2) and “the greater and more perfect tabernacle not made with hands, that is, not of this creation” (Heb. 9:11).

Ellen White explains that God not only presented to Moses “a view of the heavenly sanctuary” itself, but also gave him a “plan,” “a miniature representation of the heavenly temple” as a model for the earthly sanctuary.

Recognizing Heavenly Realities

Ellen White’s insights into the

By Alberto R. Timm
The Ministry of the Sanctuary

The book of Hebrews affirms that Christ began His priesthood offering Himself as an atoning sacrifice on the cross of Calvary for the sins of the world (Heb. 8:1-5; 9:11-28). Having made a complete and perfect sacrifice, He ascended into heaven to become a High Priest “at the right hand of the throne of the Majesty in the heavens” (Heb. 8:1; cf. Zech. 6:13).

As our mediator and advocate, He intercedes on our behalf by the merits of His own blood. So meaningful is His priestly ministry that, in Ellen White’s words, “the intercession of Christ in man’s behalf in the sanctuary above is as essential to the plan of salvation as was His death upon the cross.” But with the end of the 2300 symbolic days/years of Daniel 8:14 in 1844, Christ began the pre-Advent investigative judgment (see Dan. 7:9-14; 8:9-14) announced in Revelation 14:7 as “the hour of His judgment has come.”

Describing the installment of that judgment, Daniel 7 mentions that “thrones were put in place” (verse 9); the movable throne of God had wheels like “burning fire” (verse 9); and the Son of Man [Christ] went to the Ancient of Days [God the Father] (verse 13). Ellen White describes that event as follows: “I saw the Father rise from the throne, and in a flaming chariot go into the holy of holies within the veil, and sit down. Then Jesus rose up from the throne, and the most of those who were bowed down arose with Him. . . . Then a cloudy chariot, with wheels like flaming fire, surrounded by angels, came to where Jesus was. He stepped into the chariot and was borne to the holiest, where the Father sat.” Daniel 7:21-27 explains that the judgment is at the same time against the “horn” that persecuted the saints and “in favor of the saints of the Most High.”

heavenly sanctuary

A clear view of the heavenly sanctuary helps us to better understand Christ’s work for our salvation.

which were to be developed through succeeding generations.

All of us have to dwell by faith in God’s heavenly sanctuary/temple until the glorious day when we will worship Him “in His temple” (Rev. 7:15).

The Meaning of the Sanctuary

Some Christians fragment sacred history into several dispensations, each with a message distinct from the others. But instead of mentioning different gospels, the Bible speaks of one “everlasting gospel” (Rev. 14:6) and warns against the acceptance of “any other gospel” (Gal. 1:6-9). The everlasting gospel flows through the sanctuary motif, integrating the plan of salvation into an unfolding whole.

Ellen White explained that “around the sanctuary and its solemn services mystically gathered the grand truths

The Meaning of the Sanctuary

Alberto R. Timm

Alberto R. Timm is an associate director at the Ellen G. White Estate in Silver Spring, Maryland, U.S.A.
This is a question we are occasionally asked by other Christians. In an age of rationalism and scientific methodologies, it is considered absurd to suggest that a biblical writer could predict events that would take place thousands of years after the prediction. But the Bible provides abundant examples of long- and short-term prophecies that were fulfilled within history.

1. **A God of the Future:** The 1844 date should remind Christians that the God of the Scriptures is still involved in their history. The historical critical approach to Bible interpretation excluded divine intervention from human affairs, leaving us in the hands of human and natural causality. Daniel 8:14 and its fulfillment in 1844 call Christians to return to the Bible and its apocalyptic prophecies to reaffirm that God is still active in fulfilling His prophetic word in human history. These prophecies provide a general outline of the experience of God’s people during the Christian Era to help them locate themselves within the flow of history and to call them to align themselves with His divine plan.

God’s speaking did not end at the close of the first century, and we can hear His voice to us in the fulfillment of His apocalyptic prophecies. The fulfillment of Daniel 8:14 in 1844 is a divine shout to the human race informing us that the work of Christ in the heavenly temple is directly related to His work within our history.

2. **Christ’s Work of Mediation:** The year 1844, as a year when prophecy was fulfilled, calls the Christian world to return to the biblical teaching of the work of mediation of Christ in the heavenly temple. This biblical truth has been neglected by Christians in general. In Roman Catholic tradition the church became the heavenly temple and a human priesthood was established to distribute the grace of Christ. Consequently the work of the only Mediator between God and humans was clouded (1 Tim. 2:5). Protestants emphasized the cross so much that they have had little to say about the mediation of Christ before the Father. Quite often His mediation is limited to His death on the cross. The typological significance of the Israelite sanctuary services has been partially ignored. But Christ’s mediation in heaven is as important for us as the cross; not in the sense that it complements the cross, but in that it unfolds its saving power.

3. **Christ’s Work of Judgment:** The fulfillment of prophecy in 1844 tells the Christian world that the typological meaning of the Day of Atonement (Lev. 16)—His work of eschatological judgment—is being fulfilled in the mediation of Christ in the heavenly temple. This judgment—already in progress—will result in the vindication of God and His people and in the cleansing of the universe from the miasma of sin (Rev. 20:11-15). This judgment is not to inform God, but to reveal to all intelligent creatures that He dealt justly and lovingly with the cosmic problem of sin (Phil. 2:9-11; Rev. 16:5-7; 19:1, 2). While this judgment takes place in heaven the church is active on earth.

4. **The Urgency of the Message:** The fulfillment of prophecy in 1844 invites the Christian world to awake from its spiritual lethargy to proclaim a message that will prepare the world for Christ’s coming. This eternal gospel should be proclaimed in the context of the hour of God’s judgment and of a demonic deception that will significantly increase toward the end of the cosmic conflict (Rev. 14:6-12; 13:13, 14).

The Christian church should urgently proclaim the crucified and risen Savior who is in the heavenly sanctuary standing for us before the Father and directly involved on earth, through the Spirit, in opposing the last demonic attack against God and His kingdom. The year 1844 brought to light a system of biblical truth that fearlessly opposes the deceptions of the enemy, thus becoming a divine instrument in preparing the world for Jesus’ return.

---

**Angel Manuel Rodríguez** was director of the General Conference’s Biblical Research Institute of the General Conference prior to his retirement.
The famous American writer Mark Twain is reported to have said, “I deal with temptation by yielding to it.” This statement seems to be the norm for many Christians. They have accepted Jesus, they believe He has saved them, but they still struggle with besetting sins and are regularly overcome by Satan’s temptations. Is the Christian life one of perpetual defeat? Is victory over temptation possible? If it is, how can we achieve it? In this lesson we will discover answers to these questions.

1. Read Revelation 2:7, 11, 17, 26; 3:5, 12, 21. What is the main theme in these passages of Scripture? What do they all have in common? What do they say about overcoming?

The book of Revelation is addressed to seven specific churches in Asia Minor, an area that comprises modern-day Turkey. These churches, in Ephesus, Smyrna, Pergamos, Thyatira, Sardis, Philadelphia, and Laodicea, faced enormous temptations and challenges. Five of the seven received direct rebukes from God. They were afflicted with deadly spiritual diseases. Nevertheless, our loving and all-powerful Lord promised victory and the ability to overcome the wiles of the evil one to each member of these early Christian congregations.

2. Read 2 Corinthians 5:17; Ephesians 2:19-22; 3:19, 20; Jude 24, 25. What promises does the Bible give us as we commit our lives to Jesus?

Each of these passages is incredibly encouraging. When we accept Jesus as our personal Savior, the Holy Spirit enters our lives. We have supernatural power to overcome the temptations of Satan. We are not left alone to struggle in frustrated defeat.

3. Can we overcome Satan on our own? Read Job 14:4 and Jeremiah 13:23. Is it possible to defeat the enemy unaided by the power of Jesus?

4. Read John 3:1-8. How did Jesus describe the change that takes place at conversion to respectable, God-fearing Nicodemus?

5. Read Galatians 2:20. How does this miraculous change take place in our lives?

When we surrender our lives totally to Jesus, the Holy Spirit takes possession of our lives. The result is a mysterious, unexplainable union with Christ. We become a “new creation” in Christ. We are His possession, under new management, and He gives us a new nature (Rom. 6:6-11). By receiving Christ we become sons and daughters of God (Eph. 3:15). As we fellowship with Christ through prayer and the study of His Word, He writes the principles of His law in our hearts and minds (Heb. 8:10).

6. Read Ephesians 2:8-10. What is the practical result of Christ’s amazing saving grace in our lives? What happens to the believer who is saved by grace?

Salvation by grace has practical consequences in our lives. Although we come to Jesus just as we are, we do not remain as we were after coming to Jesus. His grace changes us; we become “His workmanship.” In other words, Christ works divine changes in our lives so that day by day we become more like Him. This work of grace, or sanctification, in our lives does not take place in an instant. As we abide in Christ we are gradually changed into His image (John 15:1-8; 1 John 3:1-3).

7. Read Galatians 5:16-25 and describe how our lives are different through the power of the Holy Spirit after we are converted. Contrast the works of the “flesh” and the works of the “Spirit.”

Conversion is difficult to comprehend, and even more difficult to explain. To be understood, it must be experienced. There is a miraculous, life-changing power in the gospel of Jesus. There is transforming power in His amazing grace. In Him we are not the same.

Why not open your heart fully to His transforming grace? If you’ve already committed your life to Him, why not do it again today, and ask Him to continue to work an ongoing change in your life so daily you can become more like Him?

By Mark A. Finley

Victory Over Temptation

PHOTO BY ADRIAN VAN LEEN
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Seventh-day Adventists cannot believe in evolutionary scientific theory and in the soon return of Christ. Since we believe in the return of Christ, we also believe in the six-day creation.

Jörg Kral
Zürich, Switzerland

Science and Creation
Regarding “Creation Wonders” (August 2009): Science can observe and explain natural processes, but not the supernatural. If we assume that creation was a supernatural intervention of God in history—a miracle—then science cannot explain it.

Similarly, the incarnation of Christ and His return to this earth cannot be explained scientifically. It is futile to try to confirm these beliefs by scientific methods. We believe in a God who performs miracles that we simply cannot explain (Ps. 98:1, etc.)

As far as science is concerned, the six-day creation is a myth, as is also the incarnation of Christ and His second coming. Science believes in the “big bang” that occurred billions of years ago, and for that reason the world will continue for another 6 billion years, until the sun cools down and life on this planet becomes extinct.

Man Made New
I am thankful for Tammy Zyderveldt’s inspiring story “Australian Prison Inmate Evangelizes With Adventist Lessons” (November 2011) about inmate Matthew J. Baronet. His words “I do think that prison is God’s training ground, and there is a lot of work to be done behind these walls of razor wire” have a strong message to all people, especially those who ignore prison ministries.

I have been in prison in Malawi for more than seven years, and I agree with Baronet: prison is God’s training ground. I was not praying, or even associating with others, but I’ve been an Adventist Church elder in this prison for two years. I am ready to work for Him in any ministry in His church.

Boxten T. Kudziwe
Malawi

Don’t shun this work of God.
—Boxten T. Kudziwe, Malawi

The Exchange
I love reading Adventist World. A lot of topics edify me. I work at the center for ADRA Burkina. Adventist World takes me through a lot.

Alexis Musabimana
Burkina Faso

We would love to serve our Creator in a pleasant place, but poverty is in our way. Please ask the Lord to send us the means to complete our church construction.

Metellus, Haiti

Please pray for the youth in the church, for my family, for my church, and for me as I work for God.

Tesfag, Ethiopia

PRAISE
Last month I experienced two disappointments in my life: My job order to work in Saudi Arabia was canceled. Days after this I realized that the guy I fell in love with was confused with what he felt for me. Please pray that God will show me His wonderful plan, and that He will give me strength to overcome this difficult moment of my life.

Marhla, via e-mail

Please pray for my family that God may always give us health and patience; that our tears will be replaced with the smile of God; and that those who oppress us be forgiven by God.

Angelina, Indonesia

Please pray for my daughters and my son.

Sonia, Puerto Rico

My mother has a problem with high blood pressure. She collapsed and was rushed to the hospital. May the good Lord extend His healing upon her.

Egly, Malawi

In Appreciation
A client of the Adventist Book Center at the Quebec Conference in Canada comes to shop every month and asks if the Adventist World magazine has arrived. He loves it so much that he takes five copies for himself and his friends.
And he is not even an Adventist.

Sergena Obas
Longueuil, Quebec, Canada

I came across a copy of *Adventist World* in a clinic in my hometown, and I am impressed by the articles and news about the Adventist world mission and commitment. I would love to receive this magazine if possible.

Stevenson Khongsngi
Meghalaya, India

Our advice to this reader and others with similar concerns is to contact the Seventh-day Adventist Church union conference or division office in your region of the world. We are gratified that the magazine is filling this need.

—Editors

**Letters Policy:** Please send to: letters@adventistworld.org. Letters must be clearly written, 100-word maximum. Include the name of the article and the date of publication with your letter. Also include your name, the town/city, state, and country from which you are writing. Letters will be edited for space and clarity. Not all letters submitted will be published.

I have a speech and hearing defect that prevents me from pronouncing my words correctly. These defects have adversely affected my life. Please pray for me. I want to be able to communicate effectively.

Dwight, Jamaica

**Where in the World Is This?**

I don’t let your New Year’s resolutions to get more exercise get offtrack. Try these suggestions to stay consistent:

**Take time out.** Don’t exercise every day. Remember the Sabbath and take at least one day off a week.

**Try new things.** Athletes call it cross-training: Walking/running one day, swimming/biking the next, gardening/weight training the next. Keep it fresh.

**Get back to it.** It’s easy to get out of a routine because of travel, sickness, or schedule changes. Don’t wait until next January to start again. Start now.

**The Place of Prayer:** Send prayer requests and praise (thanks for answered prayer) to prayer@adventistworld.org. Keep entries short and concise, 50-words or less. Items will be edited for space and clarity. Not all submissions will be printed. Please include your name and your country’s name. You may also fax requests to: 1-301-680-6638; or mail them to: Adventist World, 12501 Old Columbia Pike, Silver Spring, MD 20904-6600 U.S.A.

**ANSWER:** This photo submitted by Rodrigz Assi, director of Bethel Adventist School, was taken in Bissau on September 24, Independence Day in Guinea-Bissau. More than 100 Pathfinders used the day to share the gospel in Guinea-Bissau. More than 100 Pathfinders used the day to share the gospel.
WEDDINGS

Curie–Cabrera. Robert Curie, son of Cayetano and Maria Cruz Curie (Fresno, California, US), and Griselda Cabrera, daughter of Mario and Yanira Cabrera (Brisbane, Qld), were married 17.12.12 at Mt Coot-tha Lookout, Brisbane.

Gray–Banuag. Nicholas Gray, son of Peter and Ruth Gray (Naranba, Qld), and Viviennne Banuag, daughter of Moses and Maricor Banuag (Pacific Adventist University, PNG), were married 16.12.12 at Wahroonga church, NSW. Nicholas and Viviennne met in year 9 at Northpine Christian College, Brisbane, Qld. They plan to live in Nowra, NSW.

Leisch–Gajic. Andrew Leisch, son of Michael and Jasminka Leisch (Melbourne, Vic), and Lidija Gajic, daughter of Pastor Zoran and Biljana Gajic (Melbourne), were married 23.12.12 at Prahran church.

Lloyd–Curson. Tim Lloyd, son of Albert and Sybil Lloyd, and Sharon Curson, daughter of Norman and Linda Curson, were married 2.12.12 in the chapel at Hunter Valley Gardens, NSW. Friends and family enjoyed witnessing Sharon and Tim make life–time commitments to each other.

Morton–Hendra. Ross Morton and Lorraine Hendra were married 4.11.12 at Banjo Paterson Reserve, Gladesville, NSW. After a long courtship, Lorraine and Ross said their vows in front of immediate family in a beautiful garden overlooking the Parramatta River.

Reid–Stocker. Pastor Malcolm Reid, son of Allan and Mavis Reid (both deceased), and Glenice Stocker (nee King), daughter of Romney and Margaret King (Mooroolbark, Vic), were married 16.12.12 at Marybyrooke, Sherbrooke. They were married in a beautiful garden setting and will be establishing their home in Melbourne.

Lesich–Gajic. Andrew Leisch, son of Michael and Jasminka Lesich (Melbourne, Vic), and Lidija Gajic, daughter of Pastor Zoran and Biljana Gajic (Melbourne), were married 23.12.12 at Prahran church.

Sutherland–Hall. Daniel Sutherland, son of Paul and Barbara Sutherland (Silvan, Vic), and Jemma Hall, daughter of Colin (Melbourne) and Jacqui Hall (Mt Evelyn), were married 26.11.12 at Tatura Receptions, Mount Dandenong. Daniel and Jemma grew up together and their friendship ultimately led to marriage. They will be setting up their home in Mount Evelyn.

Bob Saunders

Darren Croft Vogel–Runcan. Bradley John Vogel, son of John and Maree Vogel (Ipswich, Qld), and Rebecca Runcan, daughter of Emanuel and Emilia Piturlea (Redbank Plains), were married 25.11.12 at The Heritage, Mount Tamborine.

Sandal Gazzik

OBITUARIES

Bob Saunders

Birdjan, Petar, born 2.2.1932; died 17.9.12 in Logan Hospital, Qld. He married Leposava, who predeceased him. He is survived by his son, Nelo (Brisbane) and his daughter, Vera Stojanovic (Melbourne, Vic); and two grandchil- dren, Michael and Michelle (Melbourne). Petar was a man who loved music and was dedicated to teaching others to play and participate in worship services.

Vlado Peter Stojanovic, Dusan Milosavljevic

Davis, Caroline, born 11.12.1934; died 9.12.12 in Kempsey, NSW. She is survived by her husband, Ronald;
her children and their families, Colleen and Geoffrey Kent, Neville and Pauline, Suzanne and Peter Romero, Gail and Philip Saul, Kelvin and Susan; grandchildren; and great grandchildren; and siblings, Hilton and Alice. Carol was a gracious and kind Christian lady, a friend to all and an inspiration to many. She used her many talents to bless others, conducting cooking classes in the church and the community. Carol always had a good word to say about everybody. She will be greatly missed by all of her family, many friends and church members.

Lindsay Laws, Murray Chapman

Holetic, Ivan (John), born 23.4.1927 in Zagreb, Croatia; died 22.11.21 in Wantirna, Vic. On 20.9.1958, he married Vera. He was predeceased by his son, Samuel, in 2007. He is survived by his wife; and his son, Daniel (both of Victoria). John and Vera escaped from Croatia in 1958, just a few days after their wedding. He was a man who stuck to his faith despite persecution, and was known as an honest and hard worker.

Craig Gillis

Moore, Gladys May (nee Royals), born 2.9.1916 in Queens-town, SA; died 12.12.21 in Resthaven nursing home, Murray Bridge. She is survived by her brother, Ray, sister in-laws, Joan and Shirley, and brother in-law, Len. Following her marriage to Dennis Moore, the couple moved to Murray Bridge 72 years ago, where Gladys was a church member. She was the children’s division pianist, church organist and deaconess for many years.

Gladys was a keen gardener, a good cook and someone who knew her Bible. She loved her Lord, her church and her family.

Andrew Kingston, Angela Val, Don Wanke

North, Ruby Doris (nee Wishart), born 7.7.1906 in Jumpierding, WA; died 3.12.12 in Rossmoyne. She married Austin North, who predeceased her. She is survived by her children and their spouses, Elaine, Jeannette and Kevin, Ruby and Ian, Madge and John, and Len and Pam (all of Perth); 13 grandchildren; and 27 great-grandchildren. Ruby led a long life of devoted Christian service and rests until that bright new morning.

Phil Rhodes

40th school reunion, Sydney Adventist College—class of 1967–1972. Seeking to contact anyone who started high school at Sydney Adventist College, Strathfield, in 1967. We are having a 40th year reunion in Sydney, Saturday evening, February 23, 2013. Please contact Sharyn Low (nee Long) on <sharyn@sharynlow.com.au> or phone 0417 202 448.


Wanted—volunteer pastor, Broken Hill church. South New South Wales Conference is looking for a volunteer pastor (Australian citizen) to minister to the Broken Hill congregation of about 40-50 members in outback NSW. If you are interested please email the president of the SNSW Conference office <michaelaber@adventist.org.au>.

Reduced price quality satellite kits for Adventist television and radio. Full instructions for easy DIY installation, photos, technical support. $235 plus freight. Australia only (02) 6361 3636.

Projectors, screens, wireless microphones, amplifiers, speakers etc. Lower prices for Adventist institutions. Australia only. Contact Trish, <greenfieldsentprises@bigpond.com> or phone (02) 6361 3636.

Finally

“Prayer is when you talk to God; meditation is when you listen to God.”

— Diana Robinson
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Bean Supreme’s Mushroom Burger is a rich blend of onions, spices, Button and Shiitake Mushrooms, for a perfect thick and juicy meat free burger.